Battle of the lasers  by Szweda, Roy
This came as little surprise given the rivalry
between MS and Sony in the gaming sector.
Whereas another consumer electronics leader,
Samsung says it is considering going for both
HD and Blu-Ray. These moves are but the latest
development in the 'battle of the lasers'. It isn't
really a contest for III-V devices because lasers
will be needed for both. 
But there are other aspects in the fight for the
next digital VCR. Recently, the games console
industry has its own laser battle. The stakes
are therefore very high.
Billions of dollars are riding on what superfi-
cially seems a simple choice of two formats.
Indeed, it could decide the fate of Sony. These
days sales of PlayStation and related products
add up to half its annual revenues. It has been
enjoying record sales for its newly launched
PSP and hopes its PS3 will see comparable
success. That is going to be Blu-Ray based. A
PS3 rival from Microsoft is going to be a red
laser based machine (like the PS2). 
This is cheaper technology but has limited
future-proofing and much less capacity for
enhanced features planned for the PS3. Critics
point out the relative costs of red vs blue - dou-
ble! Yet perhaps they forget the high launch
price of the first PS which did not stop record
sales. That said many suggest that the crucial
factor will be the software. 
Sony remains confident about Blu-Ray, predict-
ing that it will be the dominant format within a
year. It puts this down to delays with the
launch of HD-DVD and the momentum it will
accrue from the Playstation 3. Plus of course,
the availability of movie discs from its own 
studios. 
However, Toshiba still maintains that HD-DVD
will out thanks to lower manufacturing costs
compared to Blu-Ray.
However, Sony isn't having it all its own way. It
is estimated that the Blu-Ray support of the
Playstation 3 could add as much as $100 to the
manufacturing costs of the console, a fact that
would possibly affect Sony's sale plans.
On the other hand, Microsoft will offer support
for standard red-laser DVDs in the first version
of its Xbox 360 console, saying that it may add
a HD-DVD drive to a future version of the con-
sole.
Whatever the result, III-Vs could still be a win-
ner - both contenders are based on III-nitride
diode lasers. Unlike wireless where silicon is
coming on strong, the compounds seem to
have a brighter future in laser-based consumer
electronics. Or have they? 
Optical seems likely to dominate in higher
capacity data storage such as archiving. Across
the industry there will likely be a place for all
types. But it is the biggest markets that the
main players are interested in. 
A case in point is portable electronics. The CD
made way for hard drives and now the latest
iPod confirms Apple's shift towards semicon-
ductor flash memories. 
All-electronic systems have many advantages,
not least being manufacturability. Sadly, the
only III-V device in this popular gadget is the
white LED backlight. 
Conversely, portable DVD players are going to
be on Xmas lists this year so there is one battle
the laser is still winning.
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Battle of the lasers
The season for the biggest sales of electron-
ic consumer goods is approaching fast. Yet
still there is little sign of rapprochement
between the blue laser camps. It will likely
be at least one more Xmas before Blu-
Ray/HD DVD players will be in the shops.
Global agreement on one format is not here
yet but companies are taking sides.
Recently, Intel and Microsoft chose
Toshiba's HD technology. 
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